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By R G Inskip

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Chosen is fantasy fiction at its absolute
finest and marks the beginning of an exciting and highly addictive fantasy trilogy. When a group of
teenagers are invited to join Longhorn Academy - a Scottish monster- hunting school dedicated to
teaching the arts of defence and mythology, and combat evil - to become the next generation of
Protectors, none are prepared for the precarious and unpredictable adventures which lie ahead.
Anything can (and frequently does) happen at this unique school but luckily, each of these
teenagers has been bestowed with their own special gift to help them win the epic battle between
good and evil. Garnet, Michael, Dani, and Katie are all feisty, memorable and independent
personalities, but when they come together, no one stands a chance against them. And when
James, the vampire, ends up living with them in their apartment, the excitement becomes almost
palpable. But their strength loyalty and friendships are tested to the max. Cue every fantasy addict s
dream - plenty of magic, a gaggle of werewolves, vampires, protectors, keepers, spells, wizards,
mysterious iron keys, a spooked horse,...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Morris Schultz-- Morris Schultz

It is an incredible book which i actually have ever go through. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this book.
-- Prof. Jerad Lesch-- Prof. Jerad Lesch
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